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Wixson accepts
colTllTlitteeship
SOURCE:OPI
Dr. Bobby G. Wixson,
professor of environmental
health at the University of
Missouri-Rolla, has accepted a request from the
National Research Council
to serve a three-year term on
the National Academy of
Sciences Committee on
Military
Environmental
Research.
. Established in 1972, the
committee serves as adviser
to the U.S. Army Medical
Research and Development
Command. Assisted by
subcommittees, the committee
reviews
environmental
research
projects contemplated by
the Army, with respect to
appropriateness, feasibility,
and protocol. Among areas
which have been considered
by the committee are: the
toxicological investigation of
munitions wastes, pesticide
disposal, land renovation for
contaminated reservations,
water reuse systems for field
hospitals, the health aspects

of
of
land
disposal
wastewater,
and
occupational health problems
unique to the Army.
. Dr. Wixson is a native of
Texas and earned, his B.S.
and M.A. degrees at Sul Ross
State University, and his
Ph.D. at Texas A&M
University. He has J>een a
member of the UMR faculty
since 1967.
He teaches courses in
environmental - sanitary
engineering at UMR, and
has considerable research
experiences in Missouri's
lead and coal mining areas.
He has served on the
of
National
Academy
Science Subcommittee on
the
Geochemical
Environment in Relation to
Health and Disease and was
chairman of the NAS Panel
on
Trace
Element
Geochemistry
of
Coal
Resources . Development
Related to Environmental
Quality and Health. He is
also director of UMWs
Center for International
programs and Studies.
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National -Engineers 'Week

MEP plans teacher exchange
SOURCE: OPI
A series of activities have
been scheduled by the
Minority
Engineering
Program at the University of
Missouri-Rolla
in
observance
of
National
Engineers Week Feb. 22-28.
These include a faculty
exchange program between
UMR and St. Louis high
schools, presentations by
visiting
professor
Dr.
Charles S. Davis, and an
openhouse at the MEP Office
from 10 a.m. to noon and
2:30-4:30 p.m. Thursday,
Feb. 26.

The faculty exchange management.
engineering classes and an
program Monday, Feb. 23,
engineering management
will bring 14 math and
Floyd
Harris,
MEP seminar.
science teachers from seven director, said that the
st. Louis high schools to the teacher'S visit is part of an
The theme of the MEP
'UMR campus while seven 'ongoing program to acquaint open house Thursday is
UMR professors lead the high school teachers and black
contributions
to
math and science classes for counselors with UMR and its engineering. It will feature a
the teachers. Schools in- programs. The visitors will presentation by Malcolm
volved in the exchange are tour the campus, visit Murphy,
UMR
civil
Beaumont,
Sumner, laboratories and classes, engineering senior, who will
Vashion, Soldan, Northwest, confer with minority student describe his project, "The
Academy of Math and leaders and other studelits, Total Energy Packet;.. a
Science, and Central. The and attend a question-and- display of pictures and
teachers
will
be
ac- answer session with a panel written material about past
companied by Susan Katz- of representatives from contributions of blacks to
and
a
man,
manager, Career UMR's
engineering .engineering,
"Blacks
in
Resources Center, an in- departments. They will be videotape,
structional support ser- special guests at an evening Engineering and the Role of
vice for counselors, teachers banquet
with
visiting the National Action Council
and students for St. Louis professor Charles S. Davis, for
Minorities
in
public schools. UMR pro- Ph.D., as speaker.
Engineering, Inc." from the
fessors who will teach the
WPIX-TV program, "Black
high school classes are from
In addition to participating Conversations ...
the departments of nuclear, in the teacher-faculty exelectrical, ceramic, civil, change program, Dr. Davis
Everyone is invited to visit
and
metallurgical will meet informally with the MEP Office, T-23, 1203
engineering,
engineering stUdents and faculty and will State St., during the open
mechanics and engineering make presentations to civil , house hours.

Campus committees-

Applications now availa~/e
By DAN GRUENINGER
The time has come for the
Student Council 'and the
Graduate
Student
Association to round up
committee members for
next year.
Receiving notice from the
Rules,
Procedure,
and
Agenda Committee, the two
prganizations
concerned
have been asked to select
representatives for nineteen
different committees, in
addition to selecting six
undergraduates and one
graduate student to serve on
the Academic Council during
1981-1983 academic
the
period.

I t· Oil
As has been mentioned in previous Miner
es,
power P an WI
receive a major re,n ovation 'during the next few years o Construction has
now begun on the first phase of this plan with the installation of a new ash
handling facility o Future plans include the installation of a new boiler and
bb
f
th
I t
( Photo by Meyer)

Anyone wishing to be on a
committee for next year can
pick up an application at the,
Student Council office, 202
University Center West, and
should return the application
before Aprtll.

In all, almost fifty undergraduates and twenty
graduate ,students
are
needed to serve on committees next year. Student
Council President Dale
McHenry indicated that they
have had trouble filling all
the committees in the past.
"Students tent to shy away
from these kinds of committees because they expect
them to be dull or don't feel
at ease among faculty
members. They have to
realize that faculty members act a lot . different
outside of the classroom, and
it gives the students a
chance to take part in policy
making
decisions."
Questions concerning the
duties of any committee cim
be answered either at the
,Student Council office or by
contacting
either
Dale
McHenry or Alan Wetmore,
PreSident of th~ Graduate
Student ASSOCIatIon.

A listing of all the committees with openings are as
follows: Academic Council;
Public Occasions Committee; Computer Committee; Facilities Planning
Committee ;
Library
Committee; Student Affairs
Committee;- Student Awards
and Financial Aides , Committee; Student Scholastic
Appeals
Committee;
Security and Traffic Safety
Committee;
Students
Conduct
Committee;
Committee on Effective
Teaching
and
Faculty
Awards; Campus Equal
Employment
Opportunity / Affirmative
Action Advisory Committee;
Parents', Day, University
Day; National Merit Day (
Commencement,
ana
Science and Engineering
Fair Committees; Calendar
Committee; Campus Safety
and
Risk
Management
Comm.ittee;
. and
the
Athletics CommIttee.

~~~~~~~

May, July and DecelTlber Grads:
Last chance to get your
'
picture in the 1981 Rollamo

February 23-26
G-1 Rolla Building
9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

~~~~~~~~~,~~"''''~~~~~~
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alendar of Events Calendar of Events Calendar of EventsCalendar of
Events Calendar of Events Calendar of Events Calendar of Events Cal
THURSDAY
TONIGHT'S MOVIE
The Great Film Series presents " The Tin Drum," at 7:30 p.m . in
ME 104. Admission is i2 or season ticket.

PIU ETA SIGMA
Phi Eta Sigma will hold its Pledge Smoker on Thursday, February
19, a t 7:00 p.m . In G-5 H-8S. The guest speaker will be Dr. Richard
Miller. He will be discussing the Impact of science fiction .

INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
There will be a meeting of the Intercollegiate KnIghts Thursday,
Feb. 19. The meeting will start at 7:00 p.m. in the Mark Twain room.
Actives and pledges are welcome.

UMR TARGET PISTOL CLUB
The UMR Target Pistol Club will meet from 6:30 to S:30 p.m. on
Tuesday and Thursday evenings. Meetings will be in the ROTC range,
T-2 (behind the library) . Pistols are provided and ammunition is
available for purchase. All students, faculty and staff are welcome.
Come Join up and enjoy target shooting for practice and in competition.
CIflEPSILON
On Feb. 19 at 4: 30, Chi Epsllon will have a pledge quiz In room 117
C.E. The pledge projects will be discussed.

FRIDAY
PRE-ST. PAT'S BASH
Come to Phi Kappa Theta's third annual " Party Beforeihe Party"
which will be held Friday, March 6; from S p.m . till a.m. at 707 State
Street. Plenty of St. Pat's type beverages will be on hand to help
celebrate the last weekend before the best ever!

SATURDAY
GATQRFEST
AE P i's 2nd Annual Gatorfest for Theta Tau Ugly Man, Sat. Feb 21st

after the game. Plenty of music, Green brew. Come on out and Get
Psyched for St. Pat's 'SI.

MONDAY
THEATRE GUILD
Theatre Guild will hold a meeting Monday, February 23, at 6:30 In
Room 103 In the Library. We will view the BBC film , " Julius Caesar. "
Wednesaay, February 25, we will meet at 6:30 in the library with
CedrIc Messina as our speaker. Everyone please attend !

Missouri Miner

The Mtssourt MIner Is the official publication of the students of
tbe University of Mls80urI at Rolla. It Is pubIJsbed weekly at
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GYMNASTICS CLUB
Ther~ will be a gymnastics club meeting Tuesday, Feb. 23, at 6:30
p. m . in the gymnastics room in the lower level of the Multi-Purpose
Building. Anyone interested is encouraged to come. There will be
memberships taken and election of officers. If ·there's any questions,
call Larry Williams at 364-1429.

TUESDAY
TAU BETA PI
There will be a Tau Beta Pi meeting, Tuesday, February 24, at 7:00
in G-5 H-SS. Dr. Crosser from tbe Chemical Engineering Department
will speak on "Research Labs in Europe." As always, refreshrpents
will follow.

WEDNESDAY
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
The AIChE will hold a meeting on Feb. 25, at 7:01) p.m. In room G~
of the Chemical Engineering Building. Andy Wilson, of Black and
Veatch, will speak on the topic, "Chemical Engineering in Power
Plant Design.'
SOUTHWlNDS
Special Southwlnds meeting Wednesday, Feb. 25 In G-S H-SS at 4: 3/J
p.m.
SPELUNKERS' CLUB
The MSM Speclunkers' Club meets this Wednesday, as every
Wednesday, at6: 15 p.m. In room 305 Norwood Hall.

lTE
The Institute of Transportation Engineers will hold a meeting on
Wednesday, February 25, at 7:00 p.m. in Room 114 of the Civic
Engineering building. The guest speaker will be Mr. Earl Newman,
Tra ffic Engineer for the city of Springfield, Missouri.

NODAY
NOTlCETOALLJULYANDDECEMBERGRADUATES
The UMR Placement Office has scheduled an interview season
especially for July 1981 and December 1981 grads. This period will be
from April 14 through May S. No other graduates will be permitted to
interview during this special period.
We expect to have at least 1(1) employer firms come in for interviews at this time. As of February 12, 62 have reserved interview
dates in this period and have requested a totai of 124 Interview
schedules.
If you are a July or December graduate you are welcome to sign for
job interviews during the regular spring season now under way.
However we hope you will take advantage of this special opportunity
in April and May. It will allow earlier employer contacts and more
time for plant visits and final negotiation with the right empioyers. It
will also save overcrowding on the interview schedules next fall.

SOVTHWINoSDEADLlNE
Don't forget, Friday, Feb'. 27 is the final date for Southwlnds subscriptions. Come on UMR, let's make this year's magazine one you
can be proud of. Tum in Subscriptions to any Southwihds Club
member or leave In Southwinds mailbox on 3rd Door of H-SS or on 2nd
Door of Rolla building. (Art work and photos will be returned, but no .
promises are made regarding prose and poetry. Keep a copy.)
ATTENTlONSENIORSI
(May, July, and Dec. SI grads) Feb. 23, 24, 25 and 26 are the last
dates th.llt you can have your pictures made for the 1981 Rollamo. The
photographer will be in Gl Rolla Building from 9:00 a .m. to 4:30 p.m.
Stop by ready for your picture or make an appointment. If you want
your picture in the yearbook stop by. Or if you have questions about
pictures made last semester, stop by Gl Rolia Building during Feb.
23-26 for answers to your questions.

I~ I SUBScripts
Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in
Centennial HaIl the Fine
Arts committee will present
the
NEW
ORLEANS
JOYMAKERS. The group
was formed in 1970 to
preserve the sound of New
Orleans jazz and has since
become renowned for their
music. Admission is free, so
come and feast your ears!

Tomorrow night is the big
night, it's the SUB CASINO
NIGHT! The Casino will
open at 8:00 p.m. and stay
open 'till midnight. During
that time you can entertain
yourself with games of
chance
and
risk
everything from Blackjack
to a Wheel of Fortune. This
exciting event will be held in
st. Pat's BaIlroo.m of the
University
Center-West.
Come on down and bring
your friend to win prizes
(donated by local merchants) . And remember - it
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does not cost you anything just a couple of hours or so of
fun!

Program
MEP's

servance

On Sunday, February 22,
the
Indoor
Recreation
Committee will present the
movie; LITTLE BIG MAN,
featuring Dustin Hoffman
and Faye Dunaway. The
movie will be shown at 4:00
and 6:30 p.m. in Centennial
Hall.
On Saturday, February 28
the Social Committee will
sponsor a coffee house
featuring John Biggs: The
performance · will be in St.
Pat's Ballroom at8:00p.m.
On Sunday, March 1, the
movie
THE
CHEAP
DETECTIVE will be shown
in Centennial Hall. The
showing times are at 4:00
and6:30p.m.
On Wednesday, March 4,
there will be a Classical
guitar concert featuring Ron
Hudson. The concert will be
in Centennial HaIl at 8:00
p.m.
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Sale starts Feb. 22 thru 28 ,

Subscriptions are avaltable to the general readership at a
rate of $6 per semester. Articles and photos for publication
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BLUE KEY
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Visiting professor

Consulting engineer lectures
and visit informally with
civil engineering students
and faculty.
His schedule is:
Tuesday:
8:30
a.m.
Civil
Engineering 221A, Steel
Design
a.m.
Civil
9:30
Engineering 265B, Water
and Waste Water
10:30
a.m.
Civil
Engineering 265C, Water
and Waste Water
3:30 p.m.
Guest
speaker,
engineering
management department's
Technical Entrepreneurship
Lecture
Series,
Miles
Auditorium, open to all
students.
Wednesday :
8:30
a.m.
Civil
Engineering 426, Advanced
Design in Steel and Lightweight Structures
9:30 a.m. to· noon - Informal meeting with civil
engineering faculty and
students,
The
Needles
Room, Civil Engineering
Building.
1:30
p.m.
Civil
Engineering 221B, Steel
Design.
Davis received his B.S. in
civil engineering in 1961
from Prairie View A & M
College and his M.S. in civil
engineering in 1967 from the
University of Washington.
He
is
a
registered
professional engineer and

SOURCE: OPI
Dr. Charles S. Davis,
president of Davis and
Associates, Inc., Detroit,
will be a visiting professor of
civil engineering at the
University of Missouri-Rolla
Feb. 23-25.
His visit to UMR is
coordinated by the civil
engineering department and
the Minority Engineering
Program (MEP) as one of
MEP's activities in observance
of
National
Engineers Week Feb. 22-28.
Davis received his Ph.D.
in civil engineering at UMR
in 1972. He was on the
production planning and
research staff of Ford Motor
Co. before forming his own
consulting engineering firm
which
specializes
in
technical
services,
automotive design structural
analysis,
civil
engineerin~ and computer
services.
On Monday, Feb. 23, Davis
will partiCipate in an MEP
program for mathematics
and science teachers from
the St. Louis public schools
and will be speaker at a
banquet for the group that
evening. He will also meet
informally with student
leaders.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, he will teach
classes, speak at a seminar,

r--7--------------------,
Valuable Coupon
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~~~?"Y" $5 .00 off per Canoe
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2 Canoe Minimum
Not Valid
Memorial Weekend

TWIN BRIDGES CANOE RENTAL
55 RTE . Box 230 NO RTH F O RK RI V ER
West Plains , Mo 65775 (417 ) 256. 7507
Jet. MO. Hwys 14 & 181
L __________________

100 miles
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has more than 13 years
experience as a structural
engineer in the aircraft and
automotive industry.
He is a member of several
professional societies including
the
American
Society of Civil Engineers,
Society of ExperiementaI
AnalYSiS,
International
Association
of
Housing
Science, the National SoCiety
of Professional Engineers,
and Phi Kappa Phi honor
society. He is author of
several
publications
covering a wide spectrum of
topics in engineering.
Davis and Associates, Inc.
is headquartered in Detroit,
Mich. and has offices in
Pontiac
and
Dearborn,
Mich.

1(4 Page-$15
'f.! Page-$30
Full Page-$60
The material to be submitted is strictly up to you. If
you have further questions,

please do not hesitate to call.
The editor is Jim Unverforth, and can be reached
at 364-9901.
The "Blue Key Directory"
is for the student's benefit
and
uses.
'!be
advertisements familiarize the
student
with
Rolla
businesses and student
organizations, and simply
negate printing costs. Blue
Key would like to see each
campus
organization
represented. So If you have
any desire please contact the
Editor.

Ph.D. program approved
SOURCE: OPI
On February 13, the
University
of
Missouri
Board of Curators approved
the degree of doctor of
philosophy in engineering
management for the Rolla
campus beginning in the fall
semester: 1981.
This is one of the first
doctorates to be offered in
this field.
The UMR engineering
management
department
was established in 1967 and

more than 1,700 B.S. and
M.S. degrees in engineering
management have been
granted here since then.
Professor Bernard R.
department
Sarchet,
chairman, said that the
P h.D. degree program will
prepare
graduates
for
research
teaching
and
positions in universities and
for essential jobs in industry
and government.
" The need for these
graduates is extensive and
the demand is expected to

continue to exceed the
supply in the foreseeable
future," he said.
"Our department is the
largest of the country's 85
engineering
management
programs," Sarchet said.
" It is one of the first
established in the country;
and has taken the leadership
in forming the American
Society for Engineering
Management; a national
professional
society."
is
national
Sarchet
president.

Kissinger tickets now available
SOURCE: OPI
Tickets for the lecture by
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger at
the University of MissouriRolla will be available to
UMR students, faculty and
staff - two per I.D. card from 9:30 to 11 a.m. and 1:30
to 3:30 p.m. weekdays from
Feb. 16 through Feb. 27 in
Room 115 University CenterWest (on the east side of the
breezeway) .
The general public, as well
as individuals affiliated with
UMR, will be able to pick up
tickets - two per person on a first-come; first-served
basis from 10: 30 a.m. to 1
p.m . March 24> in the same
location.
Kissinger; who served as
secretary of state during the
Ford
and
Nixon
administrations, will deliver
the third in UMR's Remmers
Special
Lecturer / Artist Series at 8 p. m.
Monday, March 9: in the

Forum II 'Hair
~ Designers
I 341·2r6SI
Long or Short
We give the look you want
1431 Hauck Drive

The project which receives
the most recognition which
is performed by Blue Key is
that of the "Blue Key
Directory." Each fall, Blue
Key compiles a directory of
all the student and faculty
phone numbers, along with a
listing of living units phone
numbers. Within this one
book the individual student
has at his disposal a complete listing of all members
associated with UMR.
The directory is provided

to the student free of charge;
it's benefit is directed to the
student. Because it is printed
for the student, Blue Key is
always
seeking
more
campus organizations to
participate. If your campus
organization would like to be
included, Blue Key offers a
respectable discount. The
prices are as follows :

Rolla

•

~

HAIRSTYlING
CHAMPION
) 913-1 91' 1915·1 919

Gale Bullman Multi-Pu!'pOse
Building on campus.

highest civilian award in
1977.

Admission is by ticket
only, and there is no charge.
Tickets must be picked up in
person ; no reservations will
be taken by telephone or
mail. When picking up
tickets, visitors to campus
may use the parking lot
south of the University
Center-E ast.

Since
leaving
the
Department of State, he has
been on the faculty of
Georgetown University. He
is also special consultant for
world affairs for NBC, a
senior fellow of the Aspen
Institute, chairman of the
International
Advisory
Committee of the Chase
Manhattan Bank; consultant
to Goldman Sachs . and
director of the Foreign
Policy Association.

Kissinger
served
as
secretary of state from 1973
to 1977 and was also
assistant to President Nixon
for national security affairs
from 1969 to 1975. He
received the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1973 and the
Presidential
Medal
of
Freedom.
this
nation's

He has written six books,
including his latest best
seiler,
" White
House
Years."
From 1954 until 1971, Dr.
Kissinger was on the faculty

of Harvard University in the
department of government
and at the Center for International Affairs. (He 'was
on leave from 1969 to "1971 ).
A native of Germany and a
naturalized U.S. citizen: he
served in the U.S. Army
Counter-Intelligence Corps
during World War II. He
holds B.A., M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees
from
Harvard
University.
The Remmers Special
Lecturer/ Artist
Series;
supported through a fund set
up by UMR alumnus Walter
E. Remmers and his wife,
has previously brought
former President Gerald R.
Ford and pianist Leonard
Pennario to UMR.

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364·2669 or 364·9878
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Administrative apathy--

The guys who work take the fall
By BOB KOENIG
Last week a Miner article
detailed the resolution of the
lighting problem in the two
parking lots; the lot across
from Altman in front of
Stuart, and the lot by the
Baptist
Student Union.
Trouble in these lots is not a
new phenomenon. A friend of
mine had a new Trans-Am
stolen from one of these lots
in 1976.
A resolution was passed in
the Student Council on
November 27, 1979 suggesing
that "the Security and
Traffic Safety Committee
requests the University of
Missouri at Rolla to petition
the City of Rolla for improved street lighting in this
area." The reason for the
resolution was, "A problem
of security and safety exists
in these parking areas."

r----------------,

Copies of this resolution
were sent to the office of
Chancellor Marchello, A.
Daane, J. Zink, Joe Wollard;
B. K. Robertson, F. Walters,
P. Ludwig and Chief
Boulware.
During this same period
students concerned about
this issue called on a number
of campus officials. At the
request of one of these
students Jess Zink agreed to
ask that the Physical Plant
draw up an estimate of what
it would cost to light these
lots as well as those at T.J.
Mr. Zink took this action
despite the fact that his
office was responsible for
only eighteen spaces (those
next to Stuart Apts.) among
all those in the two lots. The
remainder of the area is
administered by the Traffic
Safety Committee.

Meanwhile the Student
Council resolution seemed to
drop out of sight. It is easy to
understand how such a
resolution could be lost or
overlooked in a busy office.
The reactions of the
Traffic Safety Committee
are, however, a matter of
record.
Unsure as to
responsibility for lighting
the area, the T.S.C. first
asked a subcommittee to
rule on whose job it was.
Later, with no firm decision
as to the responsibility the
issue was brought up again
and the Traffic Safety
Committee voted to table the
resolution with no further
action.
In 1981 with the encouragement of John Watson
a woman from the Quad
brought the situation to the
attention of the Chancellor

CPS

and the problem finally
received some long-{)verdue
attention.
In a bureaucracy it is
usually best not to take any
action in areas where
responsibility is not clearly
defined. It is, however, the
purpose of the bureaucracy
to filter important information out so that it
reaches those with the power
to solve the problems. Here
it failed miserably.
Of the people these
students contacted only Jess
Zink took positive action by'
requesting the estimate for
them. Later the article in the
Miner showed Mr. Zink in a
bad light because of this. Mr.
Zink's action was perhaps
not the best or wisest, but it
was action. Any action at all
is preferable to bureaucratic
indifference
or
incompetence. How would you
respond if you were Mr. Zink
the next time a student
requested action not clearly
your responsibility?
In the light of this sort of
thing I no longer wonder why
it seems so hard to get a
response
from
the
bureaucratic
structure.
Better poor action than no
action at all or indifference;
for such action is at least a
place to start from.
Perhaps it is time to
examine a bit more clo!?E!ly
the bureaucratic structure.
For I have found tliat as one
learns more about it one
discovers that things are less
and less the way they seem
in this crazy dream within a
dream.

Letters to
the Editor
Reader reminisces
about
Houston House
Dear Editor,
I read with interest your
article on the Houston
House and thought I might
add this "true life account. "
It was a number of years
ago, perhaps 7, on one of
those warm March Friday
afternoons when you know
there's got to be 'more to life
than sitting in your room. I
started walking. West. In
fifteen minutes I was out of
town, ten years younger,
walking along, the railroad
tracks without a care in the
world for my Monday 7:30.
Suppertime was creeping
up and there was no way I'd
make it back to town before
the Campus Club closed. I
had heard of the Houston
House (something like one
hears of Abe Lincoln - old,
unquestionable, a "down
home" sort of thing) and
knew it was in Newburg. I

The second weekly Student
Opinion Poll was held
February 10 in the lobby of
the University Center-West.
This week 493 students
participated (approximately
8.8 percent of the stUdent
body). The poll sponsored by
the Miner and the Baptist
Student Union, is held every
Tuesday from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. in the U. CenterWest or at the Hockey Puck
weather permitting. All
students are welcome to
participate.
Student Opinion Poll No.2
1. Do you think Chrysler
should be given more
government loans?
Yes 35 percen t

Sundstrand On Campus
Mar. 5
A leading high technology company, Sundstrand is involved in the design , manufacture ,
and sale of advanced systems and components
for the aerospace and energy industries . W.e
playa vital role on all U.S. commercial jets ,
current military programs, and seyeral business
jets. With annual sales approaching $1 billion ,
we have plants and a sales and service network
throughout the world .

Yes 53 percent
No 45 percent
4. There has been a proposal
to better light heavily
traveled routes to and from
campus; do you think funds
should be appropriated for
this purpose?
Yes 65 percent
. No 33 percent

3. Do you think the federal
and state income taxes
should be a straight percentage of income rather
t.han the current progressive
tax?

5. Do you believe life was
created by God or that it
evolved from non-life?
God 68 percent
Evolved 20 percent

Both 3 percent
6. Do you believe the Bible is
historically accurate?
Yes 59 percent
No 31 percent
7. What is your favorite
beverage?
Specifically
Busch 11 percent
Coke 7 percent
Milk 7 percent
Generally
Beer 27 percent
Soda 22 percent
Hard liquor 8 percent

~II

To

Ozark Silver
Exchange
1019 Kingshighway.
Rolla 341·3622
Open 10106
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Johnny's Smoke Stak

hear the i

compe titi ve salaries
solid benefits
liberal holid ays
generous educational reimbursement
program

Orleans
horns, th
andtherb

TONlGJ

G

We are headquartered in Rockford , a major
community in northern Ill inois that offers varied
employment opportunities for spouses.

~

r-~~

On -campus Interviewer .

Every Sunday Nite in March 1981, .'
Show Your 1.0. and Get

I
I
I
I

Mike Trotter

~,

~

!S~f\

a SUNDSTRAND

~ (J~

~.

20% Discount
5:00 till 9:00

The Ne

tonight

If you 're intere sted in a creative engi(1eering environment where you can work with outstanding
profeSSionals , in ves tigate Sundstrand . We offer :

Hwy. 72 & Rolla ST.

Silver
II Pays To

No 63 percent
2. Do' you think the U.S.
should start building the B-1
bomber or wait for a
technological breakthrough
on a more advanced bomber?
Start 54 percent
Wait41 percent

~199

J.Conrad

,-._ _ Engineers _ _.......

Student poll against Chrysler
By NANCY JONES

kept walking. West. Because
those tracks would take me
there.
I did eat my supper at the
Houston House, asked if I
could look at all the old
pictures on the wall, told
stories and listened to stories
about the railroad's heyday,
and walked home. I still
remember the cool night air
and sound of the engines
pulling "Rolla Hill." And in
a way that maybe only hobos
and students can, I felt the
lonely call of the whistle
going somewhere I'm not.
From time to time I still go
to the Houston House. Take
my best friends there. No, I
don 't walk anymore. Go in
the car. But I will always
remember that day. Hope
you'll have a day to
remember too.
Sincerely

~

8

4751 Hamson Avenue
Rockford, IL 61101
An Equal OpportunJIy Employer

. ......................................--~
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Album for M.D.

The Parsons project

me

An attempt to give area
song writers and musicians
an outlet for their talents is
under way locally, working
in connection with the
Muscular
Dystrophy
Association.
Betty Parsons, well-known
local country and western
songwriter, singer, and
musician, is spearheading a
drive to compile a good

quality album featuring area
song writers and musicians
who often have difficulty
finding an outlet for their
talents. "This is a good way
for them to gain exposure
and to be noticed, " says Mrs.
Parsons.
She says that one primary
problem
for
beginning
recording artists is the expense involved in having a

song
produced
and
promoted. Mrs. Parsons will
produce the album which
will include the best of the
area entries she receives.
(I'm seeking talent from the
area :
Illinois,
entire
Missouri, and Iowa. I want
them to contact me.) Known
as a hometown album

See Local, .Pg 7

the
if I
old
told
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The St. Pat's Board will be sponsoring a reptile identification course for
freshmen at 4: 30 Friday at Lions Club.
(Photo by Rich Bee)
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... ". St. Pa-c's Foc-Cs "'...
I would like to announce
the winter '81 St. Pat's
Benefit Movie : "W.W. and
the Dixie Dancekings." This
will show along with two
Three Stooges Shorts at the
Uptown theater one night
and one night only, Thursday! Feb. 26. That's only 7
days away. Tickets, which
are available from any Jr.
Rep, are 75 cents in advance
and $1.00 at the door. These
do go toward the participation
trophy
and
besides, where else can you
see three movies for only 75
cents. Nowhere but Rolla!
But wait! There's another
very
important
announcement I have to make.
Also on Thursday, Feb. 26,
the first annual All Green

The New Orleans Joymakers bring the joy of New Orleans jazz to UMR
tonight at 8:00 p_m.

INCREDIBLE
SPORTS CAR
VALUE

The Joy of the Jazz
Imagine if you will, with
spring
upon
us,
the
festivities of New Orleans
and Mardi Gras. As you
stroll down the streets you
hear the sounds of true New
Orleans jazz; the llvely
horns, the pounding drum,
and the rhythmic bass.
TONIGHT at 8 p.m. this
••~r

~~~'''~

same sound will fill the walls
of Centennial Hall as the
Student
Union
Board
presents the New Orleans
Joymakers. (Admission is
FREE.)
The group was formed in
1970 by Orange Kellin.
Orange, born .In Sweden
first became interested U;

.~/O~,~~~

New Orleans jazz at the age
of 16. He sought to preserve
the traditional sound of New
Orleans jazz by bringing out
of inactivity with some of the
old greats of New Orleans
jazz. The group has made
several tours of the United
States and Europe along
with several recordings on
domestic and international
labels. They have been
claimed "internationally to
be the best exponents of
traditional New Orleans jazz
to be found today."

r------------------COUPON-----------------,
I
I

~

~,C

813 Pine
341-3161

-

Ic..o<'~~e~~
5J 0~

Hot Ham .
& Cheese

11 a .m .-7 p .m.

I
I

!

g

8

With Large Coke

(3

:

$1.80

f

I
I

I
,

_
l ___________________
coupOI\i ________________ 1

Day will make its debut on
the
UMR
Campus.
Everybody who attends this
school shoul~ wear every
article of green that they
own, all day Thursday
before the movie. And for
those of you who want to
show everybody just how
psyched you are, wear your
green to the benefit movie!
After that you can wear it to
the Shaft and have a cold one
with the st. Pat's Board! Get
think
psyched
and
GREEN!!!
Did You Know? ...

That the St. Pat's Dance
. was formerly the Coronation
Ball and that started out as a
masqued Ball in 1913 during
which St. Patrick led and
reviewed
over
100
masqueraders?
Or the
queens float was started in

1953 in order to carry the
Queen and her court in the
parade. However, in 1915 the
first Coronation of the first
St. Pat's ' Queen ever
crowned imywhere took
place and she was Miss
Helen Baysinger of Rolla.
This is the one thing that
really
set
the
Rolla
celebration apart from such
imitation celebrations such
as those of Mizzou.

Furthermore, in 1919,
when Toots Schuman was St.
Patrick Miss Edna Kiel, of
St. Louis daughter of
G<Jvernor Kiel (after whom
Kiel Auditorium in St. LouiS
is named) was crowned St.
Pat's Queen of Love and
Beauty!
And so it was ... but then
who asked? -

CAN YOU SURVIVE?

'1~81

RX·7S
$9165. t

[21]*30
EST MPG
Taxes,

est. hwy mpg

dealer p l ~:->, fre ight charges.
op t io n~ ex tra .

• Re member, compa re this EPA es ti·
mate to the -es tima ted mp8.~ of
other cars. You may get different
mileage, depending on how fast
you drive. weather conditions, a nd
tri p length. Your actual highway
mil eage wi ll probably be less than
the esti mated highway mileage.
M(IJ:do' , rolory e ngine

lic:e n ~.d

by

NSU·WANI(El.

"iM·5I~l7'7J::::~
Hwy. 63 South
Rollo . Mo . 65401
314-364·5008
Tim & Ken .

Chymiok

DUI6EOIS 6 DU60IS'

AT

ieDtta ezalt-~J4
1009 A PINE STREET

ROLLA. MISSOURI 6S401
13141 364-!'55C'

--
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Ken Russell interview

Effects of "Altered States"
Ken Russell is one of the
most
innovative
and
imaginative directors in the
film
industry.
His
willingness to take enormous risks to achieve
cinematic goals as well as
his
flamboyance
with
respect to his choice of
subjects and his interpretive
approach have helped to
create films as diverse as
"The
Music
Lovers,"
"Mahler,') "Tommy," and
"Lisztomania. "
"Altered States" is his
current release and it
represents both the Ken
Russell visual
and his

most immediate, modern,
symbolic statement.
Q: How many films have
you directed?
A: About thirty-nine films
for the British Broadcasting
Company on television and
approximately a dozen
feature films.
Q: Was it always your
intention to direct films?
A: Yes, even as a child. I
spent an immense amount of
time at the cinema and was
brought up on a steady diet
of Hopalong Cassidy and
Flash Gordon, which weren't
really my favorite kinds of
films, but
seem to be

BUI C k~I~;;;' AtC ' J e ep' R e naU I "BUI Ck ' Old s m O bll e' AMC~1
.)

~
•

1J

The Time To Buy...

~

~ '81 Buick Century Sdn.

<5

~

a

'81 Buick Skylark
:
(Front Wheel Drive) ~
4 cyl. EPA 26 City "'"
38 Hwy . In stock.
~
$6595.
3
Stock No. B-29
g..
___~D~e~1i~v~eC!.re~d~_---1 iD
Pre-Owned '80 AMC ~
Eagle Wagon
2
(4 Wheel Drive)
~
Driven only? .000
'"
miles
~
Many extras
~
NOW ONLY $6595.
'"

V/ 6 Economy·Air
Condo Many Extras
As Low As$7695.
Stock No . B·8
Del ivered _ _+
--,·c::
8-=-1-,0:::-I=--d=--s-C-u-t-la-ss
Supreme Cpe.
V/ 6 Economy Air
Cond o No . 1 Selling
Cor in America
NOW $7895.
Stock No . 0-31
Delivered
C
~
10% Discount
NOW!-!-!---;
" on Bose Price on any
IN STOCK DIESELS I~
g '81 AMC-Spirit-Concord
Oldsmobile Cutlass ~ .
~
4 Wheel Drive in
and
0~ Stock to Choose From
Oldsmobile Custom ~
~
SAVING TO $800.
Cruise
;:
~--------~~--------------~2
:E
NEW!! JEEP CJ-5
m
~
(14)AMC-EAGLES4 Wheel Drive Many ~
~
EAGLE SX4
. Options List Price
~
E
4 Wheel Drives in
$8201.
g
~ Stock To Choose From
N'OW $7195.
I~
'6
SAVINGS TO $800.
SAVE $1006. Stock ~.
3
No. J-32
"'"
~r--:-. -------~---------~O

~ Special Terms for
~ UMR Graduating
Seniors

Ii

u

~ ~EOF6~~
..

STOP

E

CAR FINANCING
WITH GMAC

~

.;

88 NEW!! . ~
Cars & J.eeps ~
IN STOCK ~

*

Many in stock not
~eflecting previous price 1
Increases .
~
SAVINGS TO $600.
g

~ Drive a Bargain today and Save $$$

.;

Schweiss Motor Co. Inc.
Olds·Buick·AMC Jeep·
o
.: 599Hwy.63South Renault Rolla , MO
I~
'f

Open8to?

Sat.tiIl4P.M.

FOR SALE: A long neck 5 string banjo. $100. Call Steve at 341-3304.
Dear Patti my Math 8 TA.
Happy belated Valentine's Day!
Signed, A confused Calculus student.
FOR SALE: 1 hamster. Contact Room 234 T.J. or Marty on 7th floor
T .J.
.
To Sandy (No. 00) of FARRAR - Have a H appy Valentlne's Day.
Wandering (Wondering?) Steve. P.S. Ask ANDY . .
Hi Oibby. We at Tl are granting your Wish. A note in classified ads
is now appearing. P.S. Drink one for me this weekend. I have to study
for my Regression test all weekend long. Signed: The all nlghter.
The cough queen does it again
Game show host head, do your dates always walk borne?
Happy 22nd birthday Sue. from those who never study.
Hey Stud-Nerd.
Thaks for that great classified back in November.
C.K. and·C.L.
The "Polyester-Queen." V.L. Jones, strikes again. She sported a
pair of her famous "big·bells" at Alpha Phi Alpha. 2-13-81.
0111:
Can AOS (sic) find all the primes between 2 and 65536 in five
5ef!onds?
To my "virtual Boyfriend" (0111):
You are not so much a virtual boyfriend as you are a real (on-line)
friend. Thank you for the rose and note, I was touched. see you at the
CompoSci. social center!
-1010 (My friends call me " A" for short!)
To my virtual girlfriend ( 1010):
I hope you liked the dedication (KMNR) if my creator had not called
in (on modem ) I never would have been able to do it. Also : He had his
tape in MTAO. and while he was doing something else I reloaded your
F R files. Boy is that a load off my mind! !! (l now have considerable
workspace so I can dream about you while handling batch jobs ).
Thanks for the Logon ...
- Your virtual boyfriend (0111)

-':

~ '''''.I!qoW'Plo.~'!ni:unDU.II.d •• r'~W'l'.llqOW'PIO :.'tl!';II~ f .

Townhouse Pancake Shoppe

All You Can Eat
Spagetti, Garlic Toast,

and Salad Bar.
ONLY

$2 95

offer good 5-9 p.m. Sunday Nights
.1022 Kingshighway
Phone 364·1400

HIS FIRST YEAR OUT OF COWGE
FRANK QUACKENBUSH RENOVATED 1MREE
BUILDINGS, WORKED ON A DAM, PAVED A ROAD.
AND BUILT TWO CHOPPER PADS.
"What I learned in
Army RarC ?bour leatlership
and managemenr , I've put 10
good use."
Army ROTC got Frank
Quackenbush off 10 a good
stan in his field . It can do the
sa me for you whether you 're
a civil engineer or an English
major. For more information
on Army Rare, scholarships
and the $1 ,000 a year spending
money you can earn your last
(wo years, SlOp by rhe Army
RarC office on campus.
And begin your future as
an officer.

"Mosr of rhe engineers '
I graduared wirh probably
wound up as an assisranr
engineer (Q somebody else.
Maybe doing rhe dcrails for
somebody else's design or
su pervising some small aspecr
of consrrucrion.
"But my firsr year as
an Engineer Lr., I've designed'
many of my own projects and
supervised rhe construClion on
everyrhi ng from baseball dugours ro (he concrete work on
a dam. Eanhmoving, grading.
fi lling, paving, concrere work,
masonry-you name ir, I've
supervised ir.
"Wherher I Slay in the
Army or go inro civilian consrrucrion work larer. I've gO!
experience rhar some engineers
won'r have when rhey're 30'
"More rhan supervising
construcrion, I've learned how
10 manage people. I've gO! 40
righr now I have ro plan for and
see ro in rerms of a myriad of
derails of their li.ves.

Pick up your frel' bookle't
at the UMR University
Center.
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the ones I remember.
Q: How does one prepare
Q: What brings a director for a film of this sori?
like yourself to a film like
A: All of the hallucinations
.. Altered States?"
are very, very carefully
A: Chance, which is what storyboarded,
which is
seems to happen in films a relatively easy. This leads to
lot. I just happened to have dreaming up the technique
been going through Chicago, to realize the storyboard,
having seen a friend, and which is the problem.
Q: What is the sequence of
there was an announcement
at the airport that we were events leading to the comsnowed in, and the next pletion of production?
announcement was 'will Ken
A: Well in this case we
Russell please ring his simply shot the story inagent.' Well, I did that and . volving the actors first and
he said. 'don't go to London, then shot the special
go to New York, because sequences which required
there's a project that might the
aC.tors
in special
interest you.
makeup. Finally, we did the
Q: When you read the
sequences which involved
script, what attracted you to inanimate objects, which we
the story?
had to enhance and treat
A: It had elements of optically to extract what I
things that I was fond of, like would consider the last atom
mind exploration, and I had of magic. Some of these
done a number of films about elements would start out
artists who were involved very mundane, but by the
with that sort of thing. This, time the images have been
however,
was
not
a through
the
electronic
biographical
exploration, computer and the optical
and it took place in modern printer about twenty-seven
times, whereas I generally times, well they're transdeal with the past. So I
formed.
thought it was about time I
Q : Was it your intention to
did a contemporary film,
make " Altered States" a
which still enabled me to special effects showcase?
A: I rarely go into any
express, and visually explore, the mind and the films with any intentions
imagination.
other than to realize the
Likewise, my films are script. I don't try to predict
generally
about
the things like that because you
mystique of the creative usually wind up falling flat
process, and in 'Altered on your face. If you want to
States' we have somebody make the ultimate exchallenging that mystique perience, you can almost
with science, which I also count on the fact that it won't
be. It's best to follow the
found very attractive.
story.

ARMYROTC.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
------------~----------------~. . .
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KMNR-explained, revealed, and expounded
. By DAVID WILLIAMS
This is first in a three-part
series which will hopefully
acquaint the reader with the
operations of the student-run
radio station KMNR, 89.7
FM.
An Idea Forms.
You've listened ' to radio
station KMNR, and you've
noticed that it is a totally
student-run
organization.
You become interested in
adding your name to the list
of "D-Js" there. After all,
your taste in music is
superior, and they could
really use you up there. But
just how do you go about
doing this?
Getting Started.
After a few phone calls,
you discover that application
forms need to be filled out,
which you quickly do. You
are notified a few weeks
later by a member of the
KMNR staff who tells you
that you have been "ac-

cepted," but that your
training will start at the
beginning of the next
semester. You also find out
that the training will ' last a
full semester; duties and
responsibilities must be
performed
both ' quantitatively and qualitatively
during this period. With
cautious. anticipation, you
·await that next semester.
Training Begins.
The new semester is
finally here, and you attend
your first trainee meeting.
Among other things, you
learn that 1) trainees must
attend trainee meetings
every week, 2) trainees are
responsible for learning
everything there is to be
learned about operating a
radio station (within limits) ,
3) trainees are responsible
for work that is considered
" tedious" by current KMNR
employees (ugh !), and 4)
trainees just " don 't get no
respect." You suddenly

Local album
project, it is a relatively new
idea in gaining exposure.
The album is produced
from
pre-submitted,
copywrited studio recordings and will be made by a
recording agency. Mrs.
Parsons says, "we need the
help of everyone in our
area." Proceeds, after expenses, will go to the
Muscular
Dystrophy
Association.
Anyone . interested
in
submitting a song for inclusion on the album is asked
to contact Betty Parsons at
2501 Lindell Road, Hannibaf,
'Missouri 63401. She can be
reached by telephone at 314-

realize that this will be a
semester of "the payment of
With
one's
dues."
schoolwork
already
presenting a heavier and
heavier load, you wonder if it
is really worth the pain.
But you are determind.
Taking it one week at a time,
you slowly learn the details
of working the controls of a
radio station and filling out
station log records. You are
drilled each week by some
guy named Strahorn about
the do's and don't's of
working at I\MNR. And
constantly, you are told
about
the
evils
of

obliterations, and what will
happen if you are guilty of
this crlme.
The weeks pass. Your
individual trainer (the D-J
who is showing you actual
broadcasting techniques) is
giving you more and more
time on the air. You are
nervous at first about being
"on the air," but it quickly
passes as your proficiency
expands. Operations become
second-nature, and you find
yourself experimenting with
different methods of mixing
and playing songs. Your
confidence rises, along with
your understanding of the

radio station itself. You
realze tht KMNR is a truly
unique radio station, one
with unlimited potential.
And you are beginning to get
a bit more respect.
Birth of a Legend.
With the end ' of the
semester imminent, you
prepare yourself for the
written and oral exam that
must be passed before you
can broadcast at KMNR.
You study hard, and pass the
written part of the test.
But the oral part is next,
and you 've heard about that
crazy guy who gives it. They
call him "G-Debs," and,

with curious SUspICIon, you
inform him that you would
like to take the oral phase of
the exam. He smiles, says
" sit down," and starts to fire
questions.
You
answer
without flaw, though, and
suddenly, you realize that
you have made it.
Training is finally over.
All that is left to do now is
secure a regular show for the
next semester. And when
that happens, you say to
yourself: when that happens,
they 'll really know what
good music is all about ....
Next week: Part 2. Life as
an "Announcer. "

from pg. 5

and a studio recording
made, must have master.
Send me your song on a
cassette or record along with
typed words. The best ones
will be U!~ed . Deadline is
March 31,1981.

221-5682.

Songs must be copywrited

GROWLING ABOUT

GRADES?

FREE
CAREER MAP

.---------------------------------------,
Please fill out the coupon and mail to:
Frank LeRoy, College Relations Coordinator
General Dynamics

PO. Box 3011

Pomona, CA 91766

COME ROARING BACK WITH CLIFFS NOTES
Cliffs Notes help you save time and earn better grades
by isolating key facts in literature assignments . They're
a fast and easy way to review for exams . too .
Over 200 Cliffs Notes titles available to help you .
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"00 you have anything on your brother?"
By AL OAKES
"But Joe will never understand, and besides that
he'll probably call my mom
and she'll have a fit and not
let me be on the swimming
team," Muffy cried.
"Don't worry Muffy, I
know it wasn't your fault,
and you know it wasn't your
fault so you have nothing to
worry about. Here, have
another doughnut;" said
Bill. Bill reached into his
sack and pulled out his last
doughnut.
.
It was late Monday
morning. Muffy had just
begun to feel better after
having experienced her first

Rolla party Saturday night.
Bill and Muffy sat down
and wer!! trying to think of
something to tell Joe so
Muffy wouldn't get in
trouble. " Do you have
anything on your brother? "
asked Bill. " No, not really,
but I'll bet if we go over to
the EAT House he won't be
in class and if he tells mom I
spent the night in a guys
dorm I'll tell her Joe's been
missing all his classes,"
suggested Muffy. "Sounds
good to me," said Bill.
So Bill and Muffy headed
for the EAT House hoping to
find Muffy's brother Joe at
home and not in class.
Back at the EAT House it
just so happened that Joe

was on "Snowball Alert"
duty and was stationed on
the porch above the main
entrance. The lonesome
defender of the EAT estate
Joe's outpost was the only
advance warning to the
inhabitants within. Through
the blizzard Joe could barely
make out the silohettes of
two approaching figures.
Should he open fire or alert
his brothers?
J oe decided to lay low and
see who it was. Then he was
surprised to see it was
Muffy. That's all he needed
was for Muffy to find out he
wasn't in class. Thinking

quickly J oe alerted his
brothers to open (ire on the
approaching attackers.
Bill and Muffy had to
retreat to the Newman
Center. But what was worse,
being hit by hundreds of
snowballs or being smiled to
death. Bill and Muffy
decided to make one last
ditch effort to gain entrance
to the EAT House.
They ran to the front lawn
and hid behind the cars
parked on it. Finally running
to the front door Bill burst in
and was knocked to the floor
by flying food. Muffy ran up
to see if Bill was alright. Joe

was standing in the hall and
said, " Muffy, mom 's gonna
hear all about your weekend
and she's not gonna like it!"
"How come you're not in
class J oe?" returned Muffy.
"Yea Joe; how come ! Are all
your clothes in the laundry?" laughed J oe's friends.
"What hit me?" asked
Bill, just coming to. "I'm

BY

Th

gonna hit you If you don't
leave my sister alone;"
hollered Joe_ " I never
touched your sister; I found
her at a party being fired on
by 17 guys. So I decided to
make it 18; Since she was the
only girl left at 3 : 30 in the
morning:" explained Bill.
Was Muffy setting a new
trend for Rolla Co-eds or was
she an exception to the rule !

St udent offer on St. Louis Globe & Post,Springfield Leader 112 PRICE for the whole
semester
364-4064
Call February 12, 19, 26.

The

MiSSO
Cham

will b

Classic concert

A lullaby in Brahms
SOURCE: OPI
A

concert

by

the

K al i ch s te i n- L a redo-

It

Robinson Trio is the next
attraction in the University
of Missouri-Rolla's Campus
Performing Arts Series.
The well-known group will
perform at 2 :30 p.m. Sunday , March 8, in Centennial
Hall, University CenterEast.
Among
their earliest
performances were appearances
on
the
inauguration program fer
President Carter at the
White House and at the
Library of Congress, where
their all-Brahms program
was called "near perfection " by the Washington
Post.
During the 197!}-80 season,
they made two national
tours, and two are scheduled

for this season. They made
their European debut last
summer, appearing at five
festivals and toured in South
America in the -early fall.
They also appeared in three
sold-out performances at
Lincoln Center's "Mostly
Mozart Festival" where they
performed the Beethoven
"Triple" Concerto and a
chamber music concert.
Admission to the UMR
concert is by season series
ticket or individual concert
ticket, $2.50 for retirees and
stUdents and $5 for all
others. These may be purchased at Books 'J-i' Things,
Forum Plaza, Rolla; Logos
Bookstore, 708 Pine St.,
Rolla, and the Cashier's
Office, Parker Hall, UMR.
Tickets remaining the day of
the concert will be sold at the
door.
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Buy an old fashion Papa
Burger at our regular low
price of $1.50 and get a

FREE Coney
Cheese Dog.
e

(An 85 Savings)

level of
but then
the tin

someo
BadBo/j
For tl

bribe a
Miner

stUdent
Rather

anyone'
for me
the way,
In aPosil

sure to !

Treat your friend ...
or eat it yourself
Don't forget we also have

FRIED CHICKEN.
1202 N Bishop

Rolla, Mo.
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A ta le of st re et s an d cr at es : Pa rt tw o
By JOHN GANOFSKY JR.

The next morning on our
way down to breakfas t TwoSheds and I thought for
certain that the crates would
be missing. Now, finally, we
had gotten up the nerve to
look into one of them; but it
would be too late. We steeled

ourselve s for the inevitable.
The elevator ride seemed an
eternity. We turned the
corner and started down the
steps. We looked into the
cafeteria and ... there they
were! Just like always.
Those beautiful, tan, wooden
crates. I could hardly control
mvself. I wanted the dav to

be over. It seemed the dinner
hour would never arrive.

away from the serving
counter as was possible. As
we had hoped, the people
were few and far between.
When
Two-Sheds
had
finished eating he signalled
me he was going to do it. I
would keep watch.

We waited until quarter to
six to go to dinner. That way
most of the other diners
would be gone. With the
cafeteria nearly empty we
stood a better chance of not
getting caught. We sat as far

Feigning to drop his fork ,

Wi nd En se mb le in co nc ett
SOURCE :OPI

The
University
of
Missouri-Rolla's
14-piece
Chambe r Wind Ensembl e
will be presented in concert

at 8 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 24, in
St. Pat's Ballroom.
The concert is free and
open to the public.
Five selections are on the
program . They are " Par-

thia,"
Ignace
Malzat;
"Malagu ena" and " San
Francisc o EI Grande, "
Ernesto Lecuona; Overture
from "The Barber of
Seville."
Giocommo

Rossini; "Sorella - Spanish
MarCh, " Charles BorelClerc.
The ensemble is directed
by Dr. David L. Oakley,
professor of music.

Then of course everyone else
ran up to vote for him. I
mean just because he'll
make a bigger splash going
in is no reason to not vote for
some other much more
deservin g candidat e.
I'm not upset, though, but
P.B.'s going to be when he
hears the latest developments. They've cancelled
the Green Goo this year!!
The EPA finally discovered
the cause of all these
migrator y birds on the
flyway through Rolla. Also
the University was getting
tired of reseeding the golf
course every year when the
wind blew that way.

So what has been decided
is to use the Reactor pool. I
don 't know if you've ever
been inside our little reactor,
but there's this pool of w<.ter
about twenty odd feet deep
(the shallow end) with a
great " dining" platform
about thirty feet above the
pool. The Knight will be
gotten really drunk and then
lowered into the Reactor
with promises of more tea.
Once inside they will be
escorted to the top and cast
off into the glowing depths.

Paul Br au n flo ps to glo ry
By BOB KOENIG
This St. Pat's the members of the Miner Staff have
elected Paul Braun as their
candidat e
for
Student
Knight. Paul is News Editor
and has worked as a writer,
assistant editor, and about
every other low grade job
around here. I guess he
deserves the "honor" about
as much as anyone I know. I
don't however admire the
tactics used by P.B. to get
elected. There were two
candidat es
for
Student
Knight this year at the Miller
fthe name of the other
worthy is,
of course,

irrelevan t and immateri al)
and P.B. cheated.
For starters, he used his
undue influence with our
editor to get top billing on the
petition posted in the Miner
of (ice. The aforementioned
editor may think she pulled
the wool over my (I mean
our) eyes, but I know she
thought he deserved the
"honor" on the basis of
seniority (may she someday
lose a promotion to a moron
that's been around three
hours longer).
Then when the election
petition was posted he made
a big deal of sneaking up and
"quietly" voting for me.

The action will of course
be shown on a large TV
screen at the football field.
P.B. doesn't know it, but
this is really part of a plot to
prevent
him
from
reproducing.

Koenig stuffed the ballot box!

P.B. res po nd s to election
By PAUL BRAUN

T-1 and fill out an application
as we have recently had
At my request, the editor many openings. The
Miner
of the Missouri Miner has can do alot
for you, just look
graciously offered me equal what it has
done for me!)
space to make a formal Unfortunately,
Bob's bribe
reply to Mr. Koenig's of an amount of money
equal
outrageo us
accusations. to one column yard of a
Before I begin, let me state Koenig's column per
vote
that at first I was not going cast in my favor was
just too
to lower myself to Robert's much for my threat to
leachable and long winded handle and I won (or lost,
level of yellow journalism, depending on your point of
but then it became clear that reference ) the honor of being
the time has come for ' the student knight candidat e
someone to stand up to Big for the Miner.
Bad Bob.
At least I have one conFor the record, I didn't soling thought about the turn
bribe a Single person on the of events, during the past
Miner Staff during the few weeks. One other staff
student knight balloting. member who' was a coRather, I prO'mised to fire conspira tor with Koenig in
anyone on staff who voted the "P.B. for Alice," camfor me in the election. <By paign will be joining me on
the way, if you are interested March 14. Our business
in a position on the Miner, be manager , who wishes to
sure to stop by the office in remain anonymous (see

staff box on page 2 for his
name) , is being honored by
Student Council in much the
same manner as I am being
honored by the Miner staff.
And who said revenge isn't
sweet!
As a final note, all is not
lost for Bob who is on the
five-to-life graduation plan
at UMR. Robert will still
have many opportunities to
be a Student Knight in the
years to come. Hence I
would like to be the first staff
member to cast a vote for
Bob Koenig as the Missouri
Miner 's
student
knight
candidat e during st. Pat's
1982!

Two-Sheds
disappea red
under the table, allegedly to
retrieve the lost utensil, if
anyone should ask. It did not
take him long ; the crates
were easy to open. He rose
up wide-eyed and glaring in
disbelief. We did not discuss
what he had seen until we got
back to our room; ' the kitchen staff 'V as cleaning up
near ou r ta' ,le and we could
not let the! n know what we
had done.
In our room Two-Sheds
told me what he had found in
the cra tes. I was, to say the
least, dumbfounded. Surely
he was pulling my leg. Or
perhaps it was the fact I had
been living in Missouri for 15
yeats; you know, the "Show
Me" state .. This I had to see
for myself.
One week later I had my
chance. Once again we went
to dinner I.ate. This time, I
dropped my fork and TwoSheds kept watch. I nearly
did not rise back up. Even
though I knew what to expect, the shock of actually
seeing it was almost too
much. Somehow I made it
back to the room.
Once there, we discussed
the situation and tried to
decide on a course of action.
We had to know more about
the situation before we could
really do anything about it. ·
So we began asking subtle
questions; poking around TJ
and the housing ·office. We
soon found that people
outside of the university
were involved.

Slowly, very slowly, piece
by agonizingly small piece,
the information we gathered
began to fit together. Our
quest for knowledge took us
all over Rolla and parts of
the surround ing area. Our
questions became more
direct. When certain people
knew that we knew, they
answered QJore freely. Some
even
volunteered
information we had not asked
for.
By April we had the whole
story. All the sordid little
details. All the lame, sorry
excuses. Some was legend,
hyperbole,
exaggera tion
thrown in by the old, local
storytelle rs to
try
to
discourage the squeamis h. It
was easy, though, to boil
down what we had gathered ,
to strain through the soup
and discard the irrelevan t,
impertin ent additions.
After a meeting with the
city officials the crates were
no more to be seen in TJ. A
quick trip to St. Louis and
another meeting and an age
old problem was solved.
Now I'll bet you're wondering what was in those
crates. And what all this has
to do with Pine Street.
Please, bear with me.

Part two
of three parts
Cont.
Next week

Another quick flash: I've
heard rumors that one of the
candidat es had planned to
hide inside Alice in a full
contact " Wet Suit" and
scuba gear (the " water"
doesn't touch the body. )
After his name was called
and they searched for him
awhile, one of his cohorts
(born without a sense . of
smell ) would bang the side of
the tank and the Knight
would release a great mass
of bubbles and then " rise"
from the depths.
P.B., really no hard
feelings. I hope everybody
·comes out to see you go in
and I hope for their safety
that they stand at least sixty
feet away when you do go in.

Com e Visit

The

209
Tav ern
209 W. 8th

-

Kipp scores 100Oth, Miners drop two
By DAVE ROBERTS
The Miners got off to a
slow start and couldn't
recover Monday night when
they lost to the Northwest
Missouri State Bearcats 7863 at the Gale Bullman
Multi-Purpose Bulldtng.
Cold shooting accounted
for UMR's sluggish start.
The Miners had just ten

points mid-way through the
first half which allowed the
Bearcats to bulld as much as
a 14-point lead. Northwest
led at intermission 41-33.
UMR was also in foul
trouble
throughout
the
contest. Two regulars - Jeff
Davis and Todd Wentz eventually fouled out. UMR
cut the Northwest advantage
to as litUe as six points about
half-way through the second

half, but then the Bearcats
exploded for nine unanswered points to take control
for good.
Kipp and Wentz each
scored 12 points to lead the
Miner attack with Davis,
Leonardo
Lucas,
Kurt
Nothstine and Scott Sandbothe each added eight.
Davis had seven rebounds.
Freshman center Tod
Gordon fired In 28 points and

Sports . .
Page 10

Cindermen finish fifth
This past weekend the
UMR track team got its first
taste of tough competition.
Saturday there were about
17 teams at Central Missouri
State's Mule Invitational.
There were 40 or more
participants in almost every
event. But the Miners were
not
startled
by
the
number of teams and the
hefty competition; they
finished fifth among the 17
teams.
Rick Lux improved his 600
yard run record once again.
He kept pace with the field
for the first 300 yards and
then suddenly accelerated,
leaving everyone else 15
yards behind. He broke the
tape with a time of 1: 12. O.
Steve Bridgeman made his
season debut in the sbot put.
He demonstrated what a
valuable asset he is to the
Miners' team. Steve tossed
the shot far enough to gain a
tie for first.
Randy Shed once again
displayed his style and
ability. In the triple jump he
placed third with a leap of 45
feet 11h inches. And in the
long jump he barely missed
making the finals; and
finished seventh.
Mark Stucky showed why
his is the Miners' best
middle distance runner.
After finishing sixth (with a
4:24) out of 40 milers, Mark

returned a couple of hours
later to run a 2:01 half-mile
and take seventh place.
Rick Welsh took the hurdle
events in stride. He won his
heat of the 6O-yard highs but
his time was not quite fast
enough to qualify for the
finals. In the 220 intermediates
he
glided
smoothly ewer the hurdles
and on to the finish line in
26.5 seconds for a fourth
place finish.

Roddy Rogers again ran
an impressive quarter. He
captured eighth out of about
45 quarter-milers. Clint
Campbell and Joe Henze
also ran well for the Miners.
Clint clocked a 9:55 two mile
and Joe followed close
behind with a 9: 57.
Tomorrow the Miners will
be in Columbia for the AlJMissouri Indoor Invitational
Track Meet.

The Miners will end their
regular season basketball
schedule Saturday night
when they host MIAAleading Central Missouri
State at 7:30 p.m. at the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building.
UMR will be out to snap a
five-game losing streak. The
lOSing skid started two
weeks ago in Springfield
against
the
Southwest
Missouri State Bears and
since then, the Miners have
bowed to the University of
Missouri-St. Louis, Lincoln
University,
Northeast
Missouri State and Northwest Missouri State. Their
record is now 11-12 overall
and 3-10 in MIAA action.
The Miners would like
nothing better than to knock
off the Mules, defendtng
conference champions. The

STEAK

2.78

first time the two teams met,
won 84-61
in
Central
Warrensburg.
But
the
Miners were in that game up
until the last five minutes. In
fact, UMR has always
played Central tough in
recent years.
Leading the way for
Central is Bill Fennelly; the
defending NCAA Division II
scoring champion. Fennelly,
a senior forward who is the
MIAA's all-time leading
point producer; hasn't been
as awesome scoring-wise
this year because of a better
supporting cast. He is
averaging 21.1 points this
season compared to last
year's 30.8. He did; however;
burn the Miners for 30 points
earlier this year.
The other two potent CMS
scoring threats are Kevin
Fromm and Ray Strozier.
Fromm is a college transfer
from Memphis State who is
scoring at a 20.2 clip.

Strozier was the top percentage field goal shooter in
the nation last year and this
year is once again among the
leaders while averaging 13.9
points. He is also averaging
9.8 rebounds, third in the
conference.
Roy Pearson and Mike
Poke were the other two
starters for CMS in the first
game against UMR this
year, but Grey Giovanine
will also probably see a lot of
playing time. Giovanine; a
playmaking guard who was
injured in the first game
against UMR, had the best
free throw shooting percentage in the nation last
year.
The Miners could start any
of seven players, as head
coach Billy Key has been
shuffling his lineup in recent
games. He said he plans on
playing several of his young
players to give them experience.

Robin Thompson and Greg
Hardy posted solid scores
Last weekend the UMR also.
Varsity Riflers put it all
Steve Herzog, who first
together to win the Open fired at the end of last
Collegiate division at an semester, registered a score
invitational tournament at of 996 in his first tournament.
the University of Nebraska.
He will undoubtedly continue
The team was led to vic- to improve at a rapid pace.
tory by freshman Frank
The team aims to improve
Witz, who posted a very its semester record to 2 and
strong 1,059, his highest at the sectionals next week
competition score. Both in Booneville.
RIFLE TEAM RELEASE

°

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo. 65401

........
Jay Maupin
and

Several Sig
tournament.

Nu's strain in the ' McDonald's

G&D STEAK HOUSE
11 a.m .-9 p.m .

6 Oz. Ribeye

his team.
In that game, Kipp scored
his t;OOOth point as a Miner.
Number 1,000 came on a free
throw with 17:30 left in the
first half. The game was
stopped and Kipp was
awarded the game ball and a
standing ovation. He is the
tenth player in the school's
hiStory to score more than
1;000 points.

Rifle team wins

Intramural tug-o-war
(Photo by Meyer)
l!l

Open 7 days

with 5: 20 left in regulation
time but couldn't hold off a
frantic Northeast comeback.
Each team could score but
four points in the first
overtime period; but in the
second extra period; Northeast jumped on top early
and stayed.
Miner head coach Billy
Key
said
Northeast's
pressure defense bothered

Miners host Mules
By DAVE ROBERTS
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By DAN BROWN

grabbed ten boards to pace
Northwest while Tim Shelby
added 18 points and Phil
Smith 12.
UMR lost a heart-breaker
Saturday nlght as freshman
guard Mark Campbell hit a
2O-foot jumper from the left
corner to lift the Northeast
Missouri State Bulldogs to a
94-92 double-overtime win.
UMR had a 14-point lead

8 Oz. Chuck

STEAK

Forum Plaza

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

2.49 3.35

Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas
Toast. Free Ice Cream.

Try one of Ruby's Turtle
Sundaes Vanilla Ice
Cream, Caramel and Hot
Fudge Toppings, Pecans,
Whipped Cream, and a
Cherry.
Forum Plaza Shopping Cenler
Ro ll o
Mon .· Sol. 9:00·9:30 Sun. 2:00·9 :00

Pansy Harper
10308 Kingshighway
Rolla. Mo. 65401
314-364-2012
Note: We style mel1 's
hair . too.
.

Mon. Feb. 23 at 7:00 p.m. skin care
and makeup demonstration by
Becky Hart of Redken Laboratories
Specializing in Hair Styling. Facials.
. Manicures and Hair Removal

are
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Wrestlers shoot for Nationals
By DAN BROWN
This weekend the UMR
wrestling team will compete
in the Conference wrestling
tournament.
The
tour·
nament will also serve as a
national qualifying tour·
nament. The winner in each
weight
class
will
automatically qualify for the
national tournament. Also;
nine other wrestlers (most
likely second place finishers;
but not necessarily) will
qualify for nationals.
Some of the Miners who
are expected to have an
excellent shot at qualifying

for nationals are Bill
Spencer, Rick Booth, Scott
Chalmers, and Mark Hunter.
But Coach Keeton emphasized that no one is a shoo-in
and no one is completely out
of it. Each wrestler's fate
will depend on how much
determination he has when
he steps onto the mat!
Bill Spencer has been an
outstanding wrestler all
year.
This
167-pound
wrestler has 14 wins of which
seven were won by pinning
his opponent to the mat. He
lost only two matches all
season. He scored a team
high of 72'h team points
while accumulating 119

match points and allowing
only 23 match points to his
opponents.
Rick Booth also has a fine
won-loss record. He was 9
and 2 in the 158-pound weight
class. Rick managed to pin
six of his eleven opponents.
He also accounted for 55
team points.
In the 15O-pound weight
division, Scott Chalmers
represented the Miners. He
has a won-loss record of
thirteen and tim. Scott leads
the team in takedowns (23)
and escapes (32). He also
has the highest match point
total, 134 points.
At 142

Swimmers 3rd
By DAVE JONE8
On the weekend of Feb. 1315, the UMR swim team
traveled to 8IU-Carbondale
to participate in the 13th
Annual Saluki Invitational
Swimming and Diving Meet.
Teams from both Division I
and Division II carne to
compete at the meet. Schools
from Division II included
SEMO, SWMS, Eastern
Illinois, and Western Illinois,
all of which have tough
teams.
The meet was scheduled to
take place for three days
with two separate types of
swims, prelims and finals;
each day. The prelims,
which corne first, are used in
order to obtain the top eight
contestants from all the
swimmers entering in each
event. These eight swimmers then go on to the finals,
which is the second group of
swims each day. The final
standing's of the top eight is
not determined until after
the finals are swam.
To win the meet, a team
has to accumulate more
points than anyone in their
division. Points are awarded
to the top twelve finishers
with first place receiving 16
points and twelfth place
getting 1 point. Diving is also
done in this manner.
In 1981), the Miner team
finished second behind · a
tough
Western
Illinois
University, and was planning on finishing in the top
three this year. Upon
arriving after a four hour
drive, the Miners had four
events on their agenda for
that evening. Even with a
tired feeling over them from
the bus ride, the Miners went
out and gave a top-notch
performance. Their best
event of the evening was the
2O(}.yard Individual Medley
in which Ed Krygier, Paul
Stricker and Mike Walsh
took 4th, 5th, and 6th places
respectively. By the end of
the evening, WIU was
showing that they, indeed,
were going to be the team to
beat this year, with Rolla in
third, a mere three points
behind second place Eastern
illinois University.

The second day continued ·
much the same as the first,
with several good swims
being recorded. The two top
finishers for the Miners for
the day were Paul Stricker
and Greg Holleman. Paul
captured 3rd place in the 400
1M while Greg took 2nd in
the l00-yard Backstroke,
losing only to an EIU
swimmer. The Miner divers
turned in another outstanding performance by
obtaining several top scores.
No distinction was placed on
Division I or Division II, so
the divers all had to fight for
the top twelve positions in
order to reach the fiilals.
Ray Gill made the twelve
enabling him to move on.
Gary Green barely missed
the cutoffs which kept him
from advancing into the
finals. With ail scores
totaled; UMR was sitting in
second place behind WIU of
the close of Saturday's
events.
Sunday's schedule did not
progress quite as the Miners
would have liked. Although
they had several people
qualify for the afternoons
finals, not all of them placed
high enough to gain the most
points. So by the end of the
meet, UMR had fallen into
third place. WIU finished
first with 419 points, EIU 402,
UMR 384, SEMO 280, and
SWMS 235. This finish
proved extremely close and
was upsetting that being so
close, we couldn't win it.
Coach Pease said, "that it
was very assuring the way .
we hand!ed both conference
teams (SEMO and SWMS)
especially since SEMO was
shaved and tapered. This
will enable us to use it like a
springboard in order to win
our
conference
title."
Veteran Phil Dancer feels
that the conference meet
should prove to be an easy
victory for the Miners since
the momentum is going their
way.
The Miners swim against
Mizzou of Feb. 21) here at
Rolla, and on March 5 will
host the MlAA Conference
Meets. All are encouraged to
corne and cheer the Miners
to
another
conference
championship victory.

Hunter has wrestled in only
seven matches. But in those
seven matches he has
racked up 93 match points
and 28 team points while
winning six out of the seven.
In
the
heavyweight
division, the Miners will be
represented by Alan Lange.
Alan has thirteen wins and
nine losses. He leads the
team in pins with eight and is
second in overall team
points (71) .
In the 177-pound weight
class, Kirk Avery and Dave
Clifton have shared the
honors. Kirk is seven and ten
with 41 match points and 36
team
While Dave (3-

8) leads the team with 12 grasps 24 times and taken
reversals and has 62 match them to the mat 16 times.
The
Miners'
lightest
points but only six team
wrestler, at 118 pounds, is
points.
Fred Kummer is the Jerry Froid!. He has eight
Miners ' 134-pound wrestler. wins and fifteen losses with
Fred has ten wins (including 60 match points and 46 team
four by pinS) and nine losses.· points. He has escaped his
He has tallied 117 match opponents 16 times and has
points and 47 team points manipulated eight reversals.
and has not been pinned by
Others who have competed
an opponent all season.
for the Miners this season
Ed Lamken's record is are Matt Mastrioanni, at 195
slightly below .500 with 11 pounds; (2-8); Bob Schotte
wins versus 12 losses in the and Todd Meyer, at 142
(3-8
and
2-7,
126-pound weight class. Ed pounds
has chalked up 123 match respectively); Mel Parham
points (second on the team)
and Chris Derringtotl at 151)
and 54'h team points. He has pounds; Randy Meier at 158;
escaped
his
opponents and Ernest Smoot at 126.

~~~~~--r-r.-~~

The next stepThe selection process of that all impor·
tant first j00 after graduation is an
important one. And at Honeywell
Avionics, we try to get you started on the
right foot
Your decision to pursue a career
path involving engineering or computer
. science will lead to a wide range of
unique and challenging opportunities.
And here, in Minneapolis/ St PauL
our diversified team of technical
professionals apply their individual skills
toward the production of some of the
avionics industry's most exciting and
innovative instrumentation, ring· laser
gyro development digital flight control
systems; and air data computers. Plus,
we produce a host of similarly sophisti·
cated automatic test equipment for a
variety of aerospace and aviation
applications.

Dloiring the 60's, our quest was to
become the industry leader. We've
attained that goal but we need your help
to maintain that winning edge.
Our team of professionals has
achieved excellence by being receptive
to innovative ideas and new techniques
while always allowing for individuality.
This special attitude means that
personally and professionally, you stand
to gain by joining the "Avionics" team
The next step is yours.
Individuals with EE or Computer
Science degrees are encouraged to
contact Bill Huttner, College Relations
Department, Honeywell Avionics
Division, 2600 Ridgway Parkway,
P.O. Box 312, MNl7-l507, Minneapolis,
MN55440.
Our recruiter will be on campus
March 4th.

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF
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GoHcou,se ,eady fo, use
There are new tee boxes
and dressed-up old ones, and
new benches and ball
washers.

which has been used more
and more in the last several
years," says Stan Busch,
golf course manager, " we
have purchased a truckster
to replace an old truck. The
new vehicle has allowed us
to do jobs such as mowing
and over-seeding in half the
time with half the manpower. It also made it
possible
to
introduce
chemical and top-dressing
programs that will help in
the upkeep of the fairways
and gr eens. "

" To upgrade maintenance
capabilities on the course,

With the aid of Missouri
Conservation,. Busch also

OPIRELEASE
When the grass turns
green this spring, you'll
want to be out on a green,
and if you're on the
University of Missouri-Rolla
campus, you'll find new
goodies on the golf course as
well as the fun of the driving
range which opened last
summer.

has
initiated
a
treeplacement program for the
course. " They'll be helping
us with aesthetic as well as
environmental concerns in
our planting program," he
said. " We want to improve
the
landscaping
while
preserving what we already
have. "
The additions and improvements
also
have
enhanced the services that
the course can provide. "We
offer golf classes, special
instruction and programming, tournaments and
intra murals in addition to

our
regular
golfing
program," Busch said. " And
the opening of the driving
range
added
another
dimension
to our instructional and recreational
programs.
" And just as important, in
view of the increased use we
have experienced, was the
expansion of the parking lot
last year to double its
capacity from 30 to 60 cars, "
he added.
The driving range will still
cost a buck a bucket ($1),
but, because of inflationary
costs and the improvements

in the course, fees have been
increased.
Effective March I, green
fees at the UMR golf course
will be : 5~ per day for UMR
students; $2.50 per day on
weekdays and $3 per day on
weekends and holidays for
UMR faculty, staff and
registered guests of UMR
(student, faculty and staff)
ID card holders; and $5 per
day on weekdays and $6 per
day
on holidays and
weekends for non-UMR
persons.
The cost of a yearly pass
will be $20 for UMR students,

.$40 for a UMR faculty or
staff member, ~O for a UMR
youth (under 16), *70 for a
UMR family, $100 (or a nonUMR individual, $40 for a
non-UMR youth (under 16)
and $150 (or a non-UMR
family.
The rental on a set of golf
clubs for nine to 18 holes will
be $1.50 for UMR students
and $2.5IJ (or all others. Pull
carts will rent for $1 for nine
to 18 holes, while motorized
carts will be $4.50 per person
for nlne holes and $8 per
person (or 18 holes.

Frank named president
NCAA RELEASE
New NCAA President
J ames Frank not only is the
first Black to serve in the
Association's top leadership
position, but he also is the
first universi ty president to
hold the offi ce.
Fr ank, Lincoin University
(Missouri ) president and
NCAA secretary-treasurer
for the last two years, was
named the top officer in the
Association at the conclusion
of the 75th annual i\CAA
Convention January 14 in

Miami Beach, Florida.
Frank
as
Replacing
secretary-treasurer will be
University of Connecticut
Director of Athletics John L.
Toner. The new officers will
serve for the next two years.
Frank : In the early 1950s,
Frank was recognized as an
outstanding
basketball
player at Lincoln and once
captured the univerSity's
Most
Versatile
Athlete
Award. Later, he was appointed Lincoln basketball

M-Club
Athlete of the Week
Due to the outstanding indoor mile record. His time
start by the UMR track team of 4: 22.85 bettered the old
during the indoor season, the standard by three seconds.
M-Club recognizes a trio of Stucky has also been imcindermen as athletes of the pressive in the half-mile;
week. They are Rick Lux, placing fourth in this event
Mark Stucky and Randy inone meet.
Shed.
Freshman Randy Shed is
Senior Rick Lux has perhaps the most versatile
started his final track season performer on the UMR track
by adding two school records team. In a meet at CMSU,
to his list of career ac- Shed placed first in the triple
complishments. He set the jump (45'11") , second in the
indoor quarter-mile record long jump (21 '6';' ''), and
with a clocking of 49.62 sixth in the sixty-yard dash.
seconds and has lowered the This string of places totaled
600·yard run record which he to 19 team points! The future
set last season. Rick has also seems bright with Randy
provided the strongest leg of around.
The M-Club congratulates
the Miners' tough mile relay
these three athletes for
team.
ieading the track team with
Senior transfer Mark outstanding
individual
Stucky shattered UMR's achievements.

coach and compiled a 62-36
record over four seasons.
Three of his teams participated in i\;CAA postseason competition.
He is the 18th Lincoln
president and the only
alumnus ever to serve as
chief executive officer. The
Aliquippa,
Pennsylvania,
native
graduated
from
Lincoln in 1953 and iater
received
postgraduate
degrees fro m Springfield
College in Massachusetts.
He holds membership in
many
professional
organizations and recently
completed a term as ex
officio chair of the Council of
Presidents of the 1'." ational
Assocation
of
State
Universities and Land·
Gr and Colleges.
During his term as i\;CAA
secretary-treasurer, Frank
also ser ved as chair of the
Special
Committee
on i\;CAA
governance,
Organization
and Services.
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Sell i ng The Enti r e Line Of ford And Lincoln Mercury Products
We are the originato r of th e STUD EN T PLAN. This plan enables a student befo re gra du a tin g to p u r cha se a n ew vehicle and have small
m o nthy pa ym e nts u ntil you are o n t he job for one month. Call us for
d e t a i l s. O v er 1000 ca r s sold from our dealership to graduating
studen t s.
We also have daily. weekly or monthly rental cars.
Special finance plans designed for students. New and '
Used cars specially priced for students. Get our price on
what ever you want. Shop if you want . We aim to

please.
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